




Data = information

Set = group

Set of data means a group of information.





There is a short method to 

finding the mean (average).

Teacher to model shorter 

method.

To find the mean, you add 

all your numbers together 

and then divide by how 

many you had.





Teacher to model group A. 

Children to complete the 

rest of the groups.

Challenge – on average, how 

many goals were scored by a 

team during the whole 

tournament.















Plenary

Real life examples – how many goals 

did Barcelona score on average over 

these four games?



Plenary

Real life examples





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSIgTUIYbxI



Figurative language (metaphors, similes and personification)

Interesting sentence starters

Adjectives before nouns

Interesting vocabulary

Semi-colons

Colons

Brackets, commas and dashes







Use your sentence plans, the list of good writing features and the sentence openers sheet to write 

the second section of your narrative. 

Make sure you set the scene, show how in love the characters are and show how upset they are 

when they depart (notice I say show).

You have the thesaurus at your fingertips (the internet.)

Good luck gang!
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- Advertising is a marketing communication that employs an openly sponsored, non-personal 

message to promote or sell a product, service or idea. 

- Sponsors of advertising are typically businesses wishing to promote their products or services.

- Advertising is differentiated from public relations in that an advertiser pays for and has 

control over the message. 

- It differs from personal selling in that the message is non-personal, i.e., not directed to a 

particular individual.

- Advertising is communicated through various mass media, including traditional media such as 

newspapers, magazines, television, radio, outdoor advertising or direct mail; and new media 

such as search results, blogs, social media, websites or text messages. 

- The actual presentation of the message in a medium is referred to as an advertisement, or "ad" 

or advert for short.



Hook the audience

Your goal is to hook to your audience, which means your hook had better look enticing to your 

prospective customers, because if they just see a shiny hook, they’ll know exactly what it is and 

click away before they feel like you’re going to start selling to them.

So you need to trick them.

Do something that will catch people’s attention, and let it lead them into thinking about your 

product or service. An amazing example of this is BlendTech’s “Will It Blend” ad campaign. This 

commercial has been up for about a year and has over 5 million views.



Make it really good

Ultimately, what you like or dislike isn’t always a good predictor of how your audience will 

respond. Remember, you are not your target audience. So, make sure that you have your buyer 

personas in mind when you’re writing (and that goes for all content really).

As you write the middle portion of your content, keep it focused on the pain points of your 

potential customers.



Have a killer ending

The ending of a commercial is almost as important as the beginning is. If it becomes some lame 

“buy our product” sort of thing, people will stop watching.

You want your customers to be engaged with your call to action, so make it interesting.



Watch the following advertising videos and compare the 

following:

- Setting used

- Hook or story line

- Product being advertised

- Feeling created when watching

- Which is the most effective

Video 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85MuReLzFLE

Video 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emoUWMmGzXo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85MuReLzFLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emoUWMmGzXo

